
Final Performance Prep and Finale
Session Date/Time: Friday, July 16th 9:00-12:00

Time / Facilitator Activity Tech/Materials

8:50-9:00
Tommaso

Bio poem volunteers

9:00-9:20
Kurt

Community Building
Demonstrate that we can create something from
nothing - the magic of the theater - Shakespeare’s
“cloud capp’d towers” and “gorgeous palaces”

- Invisible ball toss
- Object creation - walk around the space -

create an object and play with it - then exchange
with another person.

9:20-9:45
Cynthia and Kurt

Reflection
- (Cynthia and Kut) A conversation about arts

integration
- Meaningful texts process
- Parallel processes

- The ArtsIntegration Backpack
- (Cynthia) Individual writing time. List

concrete practices or tools you will fill
your backpack up from this week and
take into your classroom in the fall.

- (Kurt) Gather in groups of four - share
the first two things on your list.

- (Kurt) Shift groups - share the next two
things on your list.

- (Cynthia) Whole class. Share some
ideas around the circle out in the larger
group.

9:45-10:05
Kurt

Story Selection
- Using the speakers share your recorded stories

in your groups.
- Consider the one you want to bring to the

performance.
- Practical considerations:

- Does it have a narrative flow that you
can act out?

- Is the recording understandable/clear?



10:05-10:10
Kurt

Story Modeling
- How do we perform a story?
- Show rubric developed by the group:

- fluidity, participation, revision,
meaning, use of space, establish
setting

- Develop a performance acting out the story with
everyone participating.

10:10-10:50
Kurt

Rehearsal
- If groups finish early incorporate peer review

with kind, specific, and helpful feedback

10:50-11:00
Kurt

Exhibition Structure
- Mosaic of Voices
- Opening: Bio Poem Slideshow with volunteers

reading
- Story Corps Groups: First Half
- Water Drumming Video
- Story Corps Groups: Second Half
- River of Dreams:  I will protect be specific

Think of your I will protect like (Cynthia)

11:00-11:30
Kurt

Exhibition

11:30-11:50
Cynthia

Closing Reflection
- I used to think . . . Now I think
- I used to feel . . . Now I feel
- (choose one)

11:50-12:00 Survey
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